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Insurtech takes
centre stage

A

t reinsurance events only a few years ago,
insurance technology topics were typically
scheduled for the post prandial afternoon
panel session – oftentimes called the
graveyard shift – for sleepy underwriters and brokers,
having loaded up at the buffet lunch.
Not so today. Technology was the dominant theme at
GR’s Innovation & Insurtech 2018 event held in Bermuda in
November. Nowadays brokers and underwriters will sit,
wide awake and avidly listening, to a day devoted to fresh
DAVID BENYON
thinking and emerging technologies.
Consulting Editor
This shift in emphasis has happened remarkably quickly
and is indicative of more than just conference schedules.
Insurtech has moved from a peripheral re/insurance topic to the centre stage.
This has happened despite continued waves of mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) activity. It has happened despite busy claims years of heavy catastrophe
losses in 2017 and 2018. It has happened despite attentions focused on insurance
linked securities (ILS). It has happened despite stubborn expense ratios and
operational budget cuts.
Wait a second. No, this insurtech revolution is happening so fast because of
these parallel trends.
The sector is realising that M&A is not the answer to its problems. Big is not
always beautiful. Many M&A deals look problematic, expensive, or tricky to
digest. The sector has too much capital but transforming an organisation’s
technology might be a better investment than bolting on a neighbour with its own
myriad legacy systems.
Catastrophe losses, from hurricanes to wildfires, are also encouraging
insurtech. Employing artificial intelligence to automate claims, using drones to
overfly damaged property, understanding big data to better price risks and
pioneer parametric solutions – all of this is easier with technology as an ally.
The rise of ILS, and particularly collateralised reinsurance transactions
alongside traditional catastrophe bonds, to reach at least $100bn in 2018, is
prompting traditional reinsurers to question their business models against the
competition.
Stubborn expense ratios complete the picture towards what looks like an
insurtech revolution. A sector renowned for its traditions and conservatism
knows it faces change to find the efficiencies to compete more sustainably in a
market that shows few signs of a hard turn as in previous cycles. A generation of
Baby Boomer professionals is retiring, but new innovators are needed, and
reinsurance can’t kick the can down Lime Street forever.
On a similarly modernising note, this will be the final GR quarterly issue
published in print. We’re adapting and modernising, too. There will be ongoing
online coverage to provide news, interviews, features and analysis, periodical
special reports, and ramped up print daily coverage from the big re/insurance
events around the globe.
Speaking of which, GR is gearing up for Dubai World Insurance Congress
2019 in February. The GR team will be there, running online coverage of the
event and a daily print magazine live from the conference. It was great catching
up with many of you in Monte Carlo, Baden-Baden, Singapore and Bermuda in
the past quarter, and I hope to see many of you in Dubai in 2019.

■

Wishing readers all the best for the New Year,
David Benyon
Consulting Editor, Global Reinsurance
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NEWS ANALYSIS
Aon to launch global A&H
treaty facility Santé
Several London market carriers are rumoured to be participating in Aon’s
new broker facility, codenamed Santé, GR can reveal. David Benyon reports

A

on is working on a new broker
facility codenamed Santé for
global accident and health
(A&H) treaty reinsurance placements,
Global Reinsurance has learned.
Several London market carriers,
including QBE and Liberty Specialty,
are rumoured to be participating in
Aon’s new broker facility, sources
told GR.
Aon has sought approval from
Lloyd’s to manage Santé via an
in-house managing general agent
(MGA) at Lloyd’s to which
participating reinsurers will delegate
underwriting authority, GR can reveal.
The new MGA-run index is the first

of its type for A&H reinsurance
business, the first broker facility
designed for treaty reinsurance, and
also the first facility to operate on a
global basis.
The broker was understood to be
marketing its new facility from

September, to begin binding new
business by renewals in January 2019.
Aon is estimated to place in excess
of $500m of A&H gross premium
globally. Santé has been designed to
take a share of placements for those
cedants opting in, expected to be worth
between $50m and $100m.
Santé is Aon’s latest reinsurance
broking facility, following previous
projects Landmark and Marlin, both
of which were designed to channel
20% of facultative placements.
Landmark launched last year for
European fac placements, led by
Markel International. Marlin launched
in 2016 for Latin American business. n

ILS is needed to transfer cyber risk –
AIG’s Duperreault
The ILS market needs to turn its guns on cyber risk, if the emerging
threat is to be contained, Brian Duperreault told SIRC 2018

T

he sheer size of cyber risk and
its potential for accumulation
means the insurance-linked
securities (ILS) market will be needed
to contain the emerging risk, according
to AIG boss Brian Duperreault. Cyber
risk is far too big for the traditional
reinsurance sector alone to transfer,
AIG’s president and CEO warned.
“I hope we can get it [ILS] into the
cyber space,” Duperreault told a room
packed with delegates on the opening
day of the Singapore International
Reinsurance Conference (SIRC) 2018.
“I don’t see ILS as a threat; I see it
as a great opportunity for us as risk
managers. I hope we can find a way to
make it work in the cyber space,
because it’s needed there,”
Duperreault added.
He addressed the issue of
accumulation risk to cyber exposures.

“Cyber-attacks are not limited to any
one place in particular – it’s a global
exposure,” said Duperreault.
Duperreault called the ILS market
“a necessary ingredient to the
solution” for cyber threats.
“The capital of the global
reinsurance industry collectively
cannot manage that risk. For cyber we
need to spread risk over a broader
base of capital,” he added.
Duperreault welcomed news that
Singapore was developing a cyber risk
pool, announced before he took to the
stage.
“What they’re doing is leading the
way, showing great leadership on a
global scale,” he said, adding that
other countries should do more tackle
such risks “head on”.
Duperreault called cyber risk an
interesting phenomenon. “It’s the

largest growing line of business in the
industry. And yet it scares all of us half
to death because it’s so hard to figure
out,” AIG’s CEO said.
Comparing cyber risk to wellmodelled natural catastrophe risks, he
said risk modellers needed to turn their
attention to cyber threats. “We in our
industry talk about non-modelled risk.
Working on the model is essential,”
Duperreault said.
The risk is harder to fathom because
unlike natural catastrophes,
Duperreault emphasised, manmade
cyber perils are constantly evolving
with the imagination of hackers and
malware makers.
“The wind doesn’t have some R&D
unit figuring out how to get into the
house a different way because we’ve
closed it up,” Duperreault joked, before
he left the stage. n
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ILS INVESTORS
COUNT LOSSES FROM
CAMP FIRE
Wildfires will cost excess and surplus lines insurers, reinsurers and ILS investors,
after the Camp Fire goes down as the worst wildfire in Californian history

C

alifornia’s Camp Fire was
finally contained at the
end of November,
according to Californian
authorities. The blaze has
been the deadliest and most
destructive wildfire in the US state’s
history.Another conflagration, the
Woolsey Fire, further south near Los
Angeles, was declared fully
contained earlier in the month.
Rainfall helped towards finally
extinguishing the wildfires, after six
months of hot, dry and windy
weather in the wildfire-prone US
state. The full insurance losses will
take longer to calculate, as claims
processes and litigation take their
course.
“The Camp Fire has surpassed
previous records to become both the
deadliest and the most destructive
single wildfire in California
history,” said catastrophe risk
modeller AIR Worldwide.
The blaze has claimed at least 83
deaths, although more than 500
people remain missing, and almost
12,000 structures have been
destroyed by the wildfire. More than
48,000 homes, with a total
reconstruction cost of more than
$18bn, were at high to extreme risk
of wildfire damage from the Camp
and Woolsey fires, according to
analytics firm CoreLogic.
Catastrophe risk modelling firm
RMS has estimated insured losses
from the Camp and Woolsey fires
could reach between $9bn and $13bn.
AIR estimated the Camp Fire alone
will cost insurers $6-9bn. California
also experienced wildfires in July
that generated $845m of directinsured losses. This year’s wildfire
costs come after some $11.5bn of
insured losses incurred in 2017,

according to an estimate by German
reinsurer Munich Re.
“Losses will likely negatively
impact fourth-quarter earnings of
companies with material property
exposure in the state,” said Fitch
ratings.
Fitch noted that the insurers most
affected are likely to be large
US-wide national carriers, which
may contribute to 2018’s wildfires
being an earnings event rather than
a ratings, capital or insolvency
event.

“The Camp Fire has
surpassed previous
records to become
both the deadliest
and the most
destructive single
wildfire in
California history”
AIR WORLDWIDE
“Fitch does not expect a major
deterioration in financial strength if
these companies incur losses
roughly in proportion to their
market shares,” said the ratings
agency. “We estimate that each $1bn
of insured loss adds about 17 basis
points to the industry’s 2018 loss
ratio based on Fitch’s almost $600bn
2018 net earned premium forecast.”
A costly hit for the excess and
surplus market will also fan the
flames of the losses to international
re/insurers. Fitch noted that: “given
the high catastrophe-prone risk and
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generally higher value of homes in
these areas, a sizable portion of the
coverage is provided by the excess
and surplus market and may work to
shift losses away from traditional
large admitted insurers.”
On December 4, Chubb announced
preliminary net loss estimates in the
fourth quarter of 2018 attributable to
the California wildfires of
approximately $225m pre-tax, or
$195m after tax, net of reinsurance
protections, across its commercial
and personal lines of property and
casualty insurance and reinsurance
business.
The Woolsey fire destroyed 1,500
structures and killed three people.
On November 30, AIR estimated that
industry insured losses from the
Woolsey Fire in Southern California
will be at least $2.5bn. AIR noted that
the Woolsey Fire had destroyed
several high-value celebrity homes
in Malibu, as well as the “Western
Town” portion of filming location
Paramount Ranch.
Like July’s wildfires, Fitch expects
losses from the Camp and Woolsey
fires to be “borne largely” by
primary insurers.
“Exposure to the reinsurance
industry will most likely transpire
through aggregate catastrophe
treaties in which the current
wildfires add losses from primary
cedants that have reported losses
from other catastrophe events
throughout the year,” said the rating
agency.
“The insurance lines of business
most affected by this catastrophe are
personal lines, particularly
homeowners, but also automobile.
Commercial property and business
interruption claims could also be
significant,” Fitch added.

[ WILDFIRES ]

The Camp Fire in
California, viewed
from space

Cal Phoenix Re
The cause of the Camp Fire and its
subsequent spread is still under
investigation.
However, Californian electrical
utility firm Pacific Gas & Electric
(PG&E) is already being sued by a
group of survivors of the wildfire,
claiming the fire was started by
PG&E’s infrastructure, blaming the
utility for not adequately inspecting
its power lines. PG&E recently
turned to capital markets for re/
insurance coverage.
Insurance-linked securities (ILS)
investors bought into the Cal
Phoenix Re (Series 2018-1)
catastrophe bond could end up
losers. The three-year cat bond
provided $200m protection to PG&E,
part of $1.4bn in coverage bought by
the company after the July fires.
The cat bond included third-party
wildfire liability for third-party
damage caused by wildfires for
which PG&E is found to be liable.
Certain litigation risks related to the
third-party wildfire related property
damage.
AIR Worldwide did the risk
modelling work for the Cal Phoenix
Re cat bond. Cal Phoenix Re was

used to collateralise a retrocessional
reinsurance agreement with
reinsurer Tokio Millennium Re,
which had provided the reinsurance
protection to Energy Insurance
Mutual, which insured PG&E.
PG&E has said it expects to burn
through its $1.4bn of protections
bought, of which the cat bond is just
a small part, noting the potential for
“significant liability in excess of
insurance coverage”. Secondary
market pricing on the Cal Phoenix
Re cat bond has already collapsed,
just three months after its issuance.
A California regulator has already
said it is expanding a probe of
PG&E’s safety practices to explore
the way the company is managed
and run, including its potential
breakup.
The utility’s firms had plummeted
but recovered slightly after a
regulatory official told investors the
agency does not want the utility to
go into bankruptcy should it be
found responsible for the wildfire.
“A utility filing bankruptcy is not in
the best interest of consumers, but
that decision is not the CPUC’s,” a
California Public Utilities Commission
spokeswoman told Reuters.

On November 8, 2018, PG&E had
submitted an electric incident
report to the California Public
Utilities Commission, indicating
that during that morning it had
experienced an outage on its
Caribou-Palermo 115 kV
transmission line in Butte County.
“In the afternoon of November 8,
PG&E observed by aerial patrol
damage to a transmission tower on
the Caribou-Palermo 115 kV
Transmission line, approximately
one mile north-east of the town of
Pulga, in the area of the Camp Fire.
This information is preliminary,”
PG&E said in its 8-K regulatory
statement to the US Securities and
Exchange Commission on
November 9.
“While the cause of the Camp
Fire is still under investigation, if
the utility’s equipment is
determined to be the cause, the
utility could be subject to
significant liability in excess of
insurance coverage that would be
expected to have a material impact
on PG&E Corporation’s and the
Utility’s financial condition, results
of operations, liquidity, and cash
flows,” the utility firm added. n
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100 YEARS
AFTER
SPANISH FLU

The potential for devastating pandemics is still there,
with major accumulation risks for insurers and reinsurers
increasingly relevant for non-life lines of business
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A

major pandemic could create
unmanageable risks of
accumulation for insurers and
reinsurers, one century since the
biggest pandemic of the modern
era, the Spanish influenza outbreak at the end
of the First World War, devastated 20th
century humanity.
Today’s world has globalised by
international air travel and worldwide supply
chains; it is medically advanced; and society is
well-informed by constant and social media
updates. These conditions provide new
vulnerabilities as well as strengths, that would
make a pandemic comparable to Spanish flu
play out very differently.

History lessons

While a huge pandemic on the scale of Spanish
flu has not occurred within current
generations’ lifetimes, several smaller
pandemics as well as more epidemics (see box)
have happened in recent years.
Willis Re’s head of life and health
reinsurance Greg Solomon warns not just
about pandemics but “mini-pandemics” that
could become more frequent, particularly as
viruses become resistant to drugs. “We don’t
know when the next one-in-200-year meltdown
will happen. We already had a one-in-100-year
event with the financial collapse of 2008,” says
Solomon.
In risk and capital terms, regulators have
made allowance for this. Life catastrophe risk
is explicitly to be modelled under Solvency II’s
standard formula for life insurance.
Irfan Akhtar, head of Aon ReMetrica for life,
health and pensions, says: “On average we’ve
seen a pandemic once every 25 years. Solvency
II uses three in its risk assumptions – one
every 33 years – but it could be four or five.
The severity could vary greatly, but it is seen
as a rare event.”
There is a temptation to write off a major
pandemic as a once-in-a-century or even more
infrequent occurrence. Focusing on an

▼

Understanding the fallout

As pandemics go, Spanish flu was the big one. The
influenza outbreak killed more people than the Great War
did in four years of mud, blood and trenches. From Pacific
Islands to the Arctic, it killed more people in 24 weeks than
AIDS claimed in 24 years. It infected perhaps 500 million
people worldwide in 1918-1920, killing perhaps 100 million
people, up to 6% of the world’s population at the time.
Its name, incidentally, came from censorship in affected
countries suppressing news of the outbreak, while Spain
was one of the few neutral countries without wartime
reporting restrictions. Even then, media played an
important role in influencing pandemics.
The H1N1 virus was deadly because unlike regular
seasonal flu outbreaks it targeted those whose immune
systems were strongest, killing off millions of young adults,
many of whom were itinerant refugees crossing regions and
borders, and millions of soldiers returning home overseas
from the global conflict. In the US in 1918-1919, some
99% of pandemic flu deaths occurred in people under 65,
and nearly half among those between 20 and 40 years old.
The most recent pandemic was an H1N1 swine flu
outbreak, the only pandemic of the 21st century thus far.
The virus was first identified in Mexico in April 2009 and
spread rapidly worldwide because it was a new type of
flu, to which few young people were immune, rather than
seasonal flu which tends to kill the weakest – the very
young and the old. It became known as swine flu because
of its similarity to flu viruses affecting pigs. The outbreak
was not as deadly as feared, partly because many older
people were already immune to it.
Before Swine flu, and after Spanish flu, pandemics
struck several times killing further millions of people during
the 20th century. Asian societies sustained the heaviest
casualties. In 1956-1958, an H2N2 Asian flu pandemic
spread from China to reach Hong Kong and Singapore,
causing 2-3 million deaths. It had also reached the US by
June 1957, where it killed nearly 70,000 people.
Hong Kong was hit again by H3N2 strain by an outbreak
of the influenza A virus in 1968, along soon thereafter with
China, Vietnam, Philippines and Singapore. Within a few
months the virus had reached India, Australia and Europe,
and later Japan, Africa and South America. British newspaper
The Times helped raise the alarm, while governments were
little better prepared than they had been a decade earlier. The
category-2 severity pandemic mostly affected older people,
claiming about one million deaths globally.
Other recent outbreaks that have fallen short of
pandemics were the 2002-2004 SARS epidemic which
spread from China, and the H5N1 bird flu outbreak, which
spread from China in 1997. Luckily it was not spread by
human to human transmission, limiting its impact.
In West Africa and Latin America, outbreaks of the Ebola
and Zika viruses in recent years have also hit the headlines,
causing deaths and disruption. Ebola was unlikely to become
a pandemic because its spread is via bodily fluids rather than
in the air, while the Zika fever was spread by mosquitos.
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apocalyptic pandemic scenario can
– understandably – give way to
fatalism, because firms might think
the scale of the disaster is so big but
so low frequency that it is not
worthy proper preparation.
“They think if it bankrupts them,
it will also bankrupt their
competition, and they’ll be dead
anyway, so why prepare? But what
they should prepare for is a one-infifty-year pandemic. For that you can
buy reinsurance cover or capital

‘They think if it

bankrupts them, it
will also bankrupt
their competition,
and they’ll be dead
anyway, so why
prepare?’

GREG SOLOMON, WILLIS RE

markets protection, so the impact
would not be as bad as it might be.”
From a mortality risk perspective,
pandemic risk is huge but relatively
well considered. “Does the insurance
industry consider it? I would say
certainly,” says Gunther Kraut, head
of epidemic risk solutions at Munich
Re. “Pandemic is recognised as one
of the peak risk scenarios, much like
earthquake events. Solvency II
calibration provides one way for
internal models to include
pandemics, and you have external
vendor risk models,” Kraut adds.
However, on the non-life side its
consequences may be less well
understood. According to Kraut
pandemic’s broader consequences
remain difficult to model. For a
modern-day Spanish flu-strength
severity pandemic, a different
picture would emerge for insurers,
with accumulations and correlations
across all lines of business.
The life side to pandemics is better
understood. “Ebola in 2014 was a big
humanitarian catastrophe, but it
was also an economic catastrophe,”
Kraut says. “Many people lost their
jobs, construction, airports, ports
and supply chains were
interrupted. Mining companies
were badly affected, and
some smaller ones went
into bankruptcy.”
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Accumulation risk could hit
companies, conglomerates, insurers
and reinsurers in ways they have not
yet been considered. For non-life
insurance companies, absenteeism
among staff would not be only
problem, Willis Re’s Solomon
explains.
“On the balance sheet, half the
assets and liabilities would be hit at
the same time. Mortgage defaults
could soar, and banking would be
badly hit. This is a systemic risk,
because it’s all correlated. A one-in50-year pandemic is a terrifying
scenario,” says Solomon.
There has been increased interest
among companies for business
interruption and loss of earnings
covers for such risks. Tourism
– through cancelled trips and flights
– is an obvious line of business,
particularly for parametric trigger
products.
“There are tourism industry
discussions around protection if
revenue drops,” says Akhtar.
“Similar to that, for the US private
health sector, planned operations are
profitable. They lose revenue if a
pandemic happens and planned
operations are cancelled because of
sudden demand to deal with the
pandemic, so they can be
compensated by insurance.”
One of the challenges is lack of
data to model. “We don’t have many
pandemics to analyse, which means a
lack of tangible numbers,” says
Akhtar. “Things tend to come about
that we never predict. For example,
one 30,000-year-old virus came back to
life when the Siberian permafrost
started to melt. Luckily it didn’t affect
humans, but it might have done.”
Munich Re is among those trying to
model pandemics to design re/
insurance products.
“The first thing is to understand
and model the risk,” Kraut says.
“Then you have to manage
accumulation risk. We collect
historical data from the World Health
Organization (WHO) other publicly
available sources and build up our
actuarial risk analysis.”
The unit started as an innovation
project, and now offers life and
non-life covers.
“Since the West African Ebola
outbreak, we offer a parametricbased pandemic emergency facility to
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the public sector,” Kraut says. “In
that case the World Bank acts as
the counterparty for the fund,
mostly provided by G-7 countries’
aid and development budgets, to
perform and execute this
transaction, bought on insurance
markets and as a cat bond.”
He adds: “The feeling was the
international community could do
better to contain an outbreak. Since
then three outbreaks have qualified
to be closely monitored: two Ebola
outbreaks in Congo, and a Lassa
fever outbreak in Nigeria.”

Globalised peril
Globalisation and the ubiquity of
international air travel have
transformed the way a pandemic of
comparable lethality to Spanish flu
– or even a lesser one – would spread
in today’s world. Geography is less of
a barrier from this risk than it was in
1918. With four billion air travel
journeys per year, pandemics now
spread faster and differently. A
century ago, when a journey from the
UK to Australia might take longer
than a month, nowadays it takes a
day to get from London to Sydney.
For example, Dirk Brockmann, a
professor at Berlin’s Humboldt
University, has posted on Youtube
about “the hidden patterns in
complex global disease dynamic”. a
video clip depicts a computer
simulation of a global pandemic. The
spreading takes place on the
worldwide air transportation network
of more than 4,000 airports and 25,000
direct flight links. The pandemic
leapfrogs continents in hours.
“We started to see this change in
2009 with swine flu, which went from
Mexico to China and hit at least
twenty countries in three weeks.”
says Akhtar. “In 1918 the spread or
movement of disease was intuitive
like that of concentric rings spreading
uniformly in all directions from a
single starting point. Today,
passenger air travel means the
effective distance between
neighbouring small towns becomes
relatively further away than between
cities, such as London and New York.
There can be more connectivity
between big cities than between
towns and villages in the same
country.”
Akhtar notes that travel is set to

“There can be
more connectivity
between big cities
than between
towns and villages
in the same
country.”
IRFAN AKHTAR, AON
massively increase. Not only that,
but the aviation centre of gravity is
shifting eastwards, towards populous
African and Asian countries. “It is
set to double in the next 20 years to
8.2 billion passengers annually by
2037, and to double again to 16
billion passengers by 2050, according
to an IATA estimate,” he says.
Human behaviour is crucial to
understanding pandemics – and it is
hard to model. “Hysteria is hard to
predict,” says Akhtar. “People
rarely fake death, mortality happens
if it happens, but it’s inherently
harder to predict customer or
employee behaviour.”
For example, relatively small
outbreaks of lethal diseases can lead
to a disproportionate reaction in
human behaviour, including
cancelling flights and eschewing
journeys, and staying indoors,
causing considerable economic
losses. You just can’t count on
humans to behave rationally.
“The perception of outbreaks is
food for thought,” Kraut says. “It’s
something we often consider because
certain small outbreaks catch a lot
of attentionwhile important endemic
diseases like the flu seasons are
always there but they are perceived
differently.”
Pandemics can be defined as
epidemics that have spread across
countries or continents, but even the
WHO has had a hard time deciding
when to classify an outbreak as a
pandemic, such as in 2009. Doing so
means enacting countries’ pandemic
preparedness plans (PPPs).
Acting too late means being
blamed for the death toll but
sounding the alarm too early risks
crying wolf and criticism for

triggering costly PPP schemes,
including quarantines, border
controls, and extra resources to
hospitals.
Even the data experts at Google
have fallen foul of this. The web
giant pioneered an influenza-based
prediction in 2008, based on search
engine queries. If searches crossed a
threshold, it could predict a
pandemic. In 2009 it was two weeks
ahead of the WHO. However,
seasonal flu outbreaks beat its
algorithms in 2012-2013, creating a
false prediction.
While health systems would react
much quicker in 2018 than they did
in 1918, a 24-hour press and social
media mean that populations are
also far better informed. This might
reduce the life fallout, but it could
add to non-life insurance losses, such
as those related to business
interruption.
“You can communicate instantly
through online news and social media,
which would help contain a disease,”
says Akhtar. “For life and mortality,
communications channels are of
benefit, but things linked to people’s
behaviour are also likely to be
affected. Social media pandemonium
would make people act according to
their worst fears, so the economic
impact would be much greater.”
This happened with SARS in 2003,
for example, when a small number
of fatalities caught popular attention
and led to huge economic costs. The
shift towards remote working could
be a major benefit in a future
pandemic scenario, Akhtar thinks.
The same thing happened with the
2015 Zika virus outbreak in Latin
America. “When something’s out of
the news, out of sight means out of
mind. In the case of Zika, a lot of
people cancelled their honeymoon
trips to the Caribbean, and many
athletes avoided the Rio Olympics for
the same reason” Akhtar adds.
Akhtar sums up: “There can be an
unfortunate trade-off when trying to
contain a pandemic by alerting the
public: having better protection in
place, by which the life market is
less affected, but the non-life side
can be worse affected by public
hysteria. During a pandemic,
accumulation of risk is always a
major consideration for insurers
and reinsurers.” n
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[ REINSURANCE HUBS ]

THE FUTURE FOR
REINSURANCE HUBS
Sympathetic regulation, ease of transacting business and market efficiencies are
among the most important factors in determining a successful reinsurance hub,
according to a survey of 50 senior reinsurance leaders

T

he more things change,
the more they stay the
same, found the
respondents to the
survey carried out by
Global Reinsurance and sponsored
by the Dubai International Financial
Centre (DIFC). As reinsurance
industry participants face the
ever-growing reality of disruption in
their business, it is equally true that
the traditional qualities of the
business - a relationship business
- remain as important as ever.
Top of the list of crucial
ingredients in the reinsurance
centres of excellence was regulation.
Over 95% of respondents said that a
conducive regulatory framework
was important, very important or
extremely important for the success
of centres such as Bermuda, Dubai,
London and Singapore.
The findings of the survey were
further corroborated by a panel of
industry experts who met to discuss
the findings at the Rendez-Vous de
Septembre in Monte Carlo. Speaking
at the roundtable discussion, Nick
Charteris-Black, managing director
of market development EMEA at
AM Best, emphasised that the
regulatory authorities had to focus
on maintaining the elements that
made locations business centres.
“It comes down to the regulatory
environment, the reputation of the
centre, the people and the ease of
doing business,” he said. “All those
original reasons are why a centre
was successful in the first place, and
they will all continue to be
relevant.”

Embracing technology and
automation
The growing significance of
insurtech will also be a deciding
factor in which hubs emerge as the
major centres for doing re/
insurance business in the future,
thought roundtable participants.
Brendan Plessis, XL Catlin’s EVP
head of emerging markets, said that
growing hubs like Dubai, Singapore,
Bermuda and Miami had seen
growth thanks to regulators that
allow for an ease of doing business.
And he said it was “no
coincidence” that these locations
had seen a subsequent increase in
insurtech innovation. “It’s not an
accident that you are seeing a
hotbed of insurtech development in
these hubs. It’s happening and it’s
their time. The question we need to
ask is what can we do to empower
that and give them the opportunity
to lead their legacies.”
Three quarters of survey
respondents said that investing in
technology and digitisation was very
or extremely important in ensuring
that reinsurers maintain a
competitive advantage in the current
operating environment. When asked
to rank various opportunities for
reinsurance Centres of Excellence,
80% of respondents said modern
systems and low cost of transacting
the business were very or extremely
important, while 73% thought
efficient back office systems and
real-time claims processing were
also critical.
From an insurtech perspective,
respondents highlighted the
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importance of collaboration with
third-parties as a shrewd move in an
industry that is facing challenges on
numerous different levels. Largely
equal emphasis was placed on the
importance of cloud computing, the
Internet of Things (IoT), distributed
ledger systems such as Blockchain
and artificial intelligence (AI) in the
survey.
“Forming collaborations with
insurtech and fintech parties are
especially important given the
disruptive technological changes
occurring at a dizzying speed,” said
one senior executive, while another
disagreed. “Let’s be honest, the
industry is only scratching the
surface with regards to
technological change, thus it’s only
having minimal impact thus far,”
said the insurance chief executive.
Speaking at the roundtable in
Monte Carlo, DIFC chief executive
Arif Amiri said the decision to
embrace insurtech had helped the
centre grow over the past 12 months.
“Within the DIFC itself we have
launched a fintech accelerator and
within the second quarter we have a
whole conference dedicated to
propelling the industry forward into
insurtech,” he said.

Focus on underwriting discipline
and capital efficiency
Given the tough operating
environment for traditional
reinsurance companies it is perhaps
not surprising that survey
respondents emphasised the
importance of underwriting
discipline and investment in

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

technology as a way of streamlining
the business and taking out cost.
Nearly 80% of senior reinsurance
leaders said that “practising strict
underwriting discipline and
exposure management” was the key
to maintaining a competitive
advantage.
It has been a difficult few months
in the Lloyd’s market in particular,
with a focus on cutting costs and
improving underwriting after a
record $2.81 billion loss for 2017.
Performance management director
Jon Hancock warned the
Corporation would reject any
syndicate business plans that did not
show a reduction in expenses for
2019 with the result that a number of
syndicates have exited
underperforming lines.
There is no doubt that the UK’s
decision to leave the EU will pose
further challenges for the London
market, the extent of which will
depend on the eventual Brexit
agreement that is determined. In the
survey, 89% said that the ability to
transact business cross border (and
repatriate profits) was a critical
opportunity for reinsurance Centres
of Excellence. In anticipation of
Brexit, a number of UK-based re/
insurers have already taken steps to
set up European subsidiaries.
However, the growing difficultly of
cross-border transactions is a major
challenge to all hubs, thought
co-head of market analysis at Aon
Benfield Mike Van Slooten, speaking
at the Monte Carlo roundtable. He
said authorities had to be wary of
this issue and the threat it posed to
undermining local hubs. “In the
reinsurance world, cross-border
transactions are actually becoming
more difficult, they’re not becoming
easier. That’s undermining what the
product is supposed to achieve and
it’s also undermining the protection
gap as well.”
“This all has a cost implication,”
he added. “If you’re having to be
established in lots of different
markets and you can’t just operate
from London or any other hub then
it’s adding cost.”
Despite the myriad challenges, the
London market’s long history, its
ability to cover a wide range of risks
and disciplined approach were also
hailed as signs of the market’s
strength and ability to adapt. The

How important are the following opportunities
for reinsurance Centres of Excellence?

London market has demonstrated
the greatest level of innovation and
ability to adapt over the past 12
months, according to a third of
survey respondents, followed by
Dubai with 25%.
“With Brexit looming and the
major losses of 2017, London has
once again shown it has the ability
to drive change and be the centre of
innovation,” said one chief
executive. While another observed
that: “Knowing change is needed is
the first step: Lloyd’s has taken
radical action.”

Not important at all
Somewhat important
Important
Very important
Extremely important
No opinion

Conducive regulatory framework

Ability to transact business cross
border (and repatriate profits)

Modern systems and low cost of
transacting the business

“Bigger tests out there”
Van Slooten said that while the
reinsurance industry as a whole had
been tested by the major
catastrophes of 2017 (including
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and
Maria), “there are bigger tests out
there”.
“Underwriting margins are quite
thin in the industry, partly because
of the effect of alternative capital,”
he explained. “We still have the
impact of low interest rates on our
numbers. We think investment yields
have now turned – we see interest
rates going up in the US now finally,
but they’ve stayed at levels which
are still around 40% lower than they
were before the financial crisis.
Those two things alone make life
quite difficult.”
In addition to amplifying
competitive forces in the reinsurance
industry, the ease with which capital
now enters and exits the reinsurance
industry has fundamentally altered
the traditional market cycle,
according to survey respondents.
The fungability of capital has taken
out the peaks of market cycles and
while less volatility is good for
buyers, respondents also felt the lack
of any meaningful rate hardening
post event was another challenge for
reinsurers to contend with.
“The reinsurance cycle still
remains soft,” said the chief
executive of a Middle Eastern
multi-line insurer. “Post ‘HIM’ losses
the market hasn’t hardened as one
would expect. This is as a result of
availability of abundance existing
capacity and influx of new capital
into the industry (through
traditional and non traditional
means). Given the expected growth
of global economy, it appears market

Efficient back office systems and
real-time claims processing

Ability to set up insurance-linked
securities (ILS) vehicles and other
alternative risk transfer structures

A strong emphasis on underwriting
discipline and capital management

Sophisticated modelling and
analytics for emerging risks

Cedants’ increasing risk retention/
changing buying strategies

Easy access to industry
service providers

Ability to transact the
business face to face
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[ REINSURANCE HUBS ]
Which of the following reinsurance centres have demonstrated
the greatest level of innovation and ability to adapt over the past year?

How important are the following in ensuring that
reinsurers maintain a competitive advantage in the
current operating environment?

Other*
5.7%
Not important at all

London/Lloyds
34.62%

Somewhat important
Important

Dubai
25.00%

Very important
Extremely important

Pursuing strategic mergers
and acquisitions (M&A)

Singapore
3.85%
Bermuda
13.46%

Zurich
17.31%
*Other: Can’t answer / Reinsurance is a global product and not defined separately in each center / None

Investing in technology and
digitisation

Expanding into new territories

Expanding into new business lines

Developing and growing an
ILS/capital markets offering

Practising strict underwriting
discipline and exposure
management

Forming collaborations with
third parties
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would continue to remain soft.”
“The reinsurance market is no
longer cyclical as it used to be,”
added a broking MD. “Capital moves
too fast to replenish after a loss,
therefore undermining any real
chance of driving up pricing.
Meanwhile, low interest rates are
driving the over-supply of capital.”
Bermuda was the main beneficiary
of the 2017/18 capital “reload”
following last year’s trio of
hurricanes and other catastrophe
losses, according to nearly 50% of
respondents. They cited the market’s
established ILS market, “light-touch”
regulation and proximity to the US
among the factors in its favour. “The
Bermudian market has always been
able to take advantage of marketchanging events to capitalise on new
opportunities”, said one senior
underwriter. Not all were upbeat
about this prospect however, with
the concern that “too much capital
will reduce rates”.
It is not all doom and gloom
however. Speaking at the roundtable,
Jerome Haegeli, group chief
economist at Swiss Re said the
market was in a transition phase and
was positive about seeing a turn in
the market after 16 consecutive
quarters of negative growth. “The
market is in a good state, and
definitely a much better state than it
was last year. In terms of getting
profit margins up from the 5-9%
band up into the 10% area we think
it’s not going to be interest rates that
turn it around, but rather it will be
technology that brings this
turnaround.”
Mark Julian, head of UK for Tokio
Millennium Re AG’s UK branch said
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that the aim now among reinsurers
had to be restoring pricing to an
adequate level within the industry.
“As reinsurers, the returns we’ve got
are at a very low level now. We’re
basically looking to make sure we
get a fair price. The thought that
suddenly we’ll get into a situation
where it’s bumper prices like years
past is not realistic in the short to
medium term.”
S&P has maintained its stable
outlook for the sector, but Ali
Karakuyu, director and lead analyst
of the EMEA financial services
group for S&P Global Ratings
warned that looking forward, the
industry had to focus on meeting its
cost of capital. “What will trigger a
negative outlook for the sector is if
the industry does not meet its cost of
capital sustainably. That will be one
of the key factors that would trigger
a negative outlook for the sector.”

Still a relationship business
Despite the increasingly
transactional nature of the business,
reinsurance is still an industry that
places a heavy emphasis on
relationships, thoughts survey
respondents and roundtable
participants alike. “Renewal
meetings continue to be important
for buyers and sellers,” said the
former CEO of a MENA re/
insurance company.
“Nothing replaces a name and face
relationship,” added a reinsurance
partner. “Reinsurance will always be
a ‘relationship business’ based on
honesty, trust and collaboration.”
Speaking at the roundtable in
Monte Carlo, Mark Julian, head of
UK for Tokio Millennium Re AG’s UK

[ SPONSORED STATEMENT ]
branch, said conferences like the Rendez-Vous
continued to be well supported because of the ability
for cedants, brokers and reinsurers to meet in person.
“If [the Rendez-Vous] was hard to keep it going then it
would die off, but when you’ve actually got something
set up and structured and everybody knows about it
then why not do it.”
“Nowadays I can do WhatsApp, telephone, email,
absolutely everything, but I still like to meet my
clients face-to-face,” he added.
How the reinsurance business is transacted in the
future will be complemented by technology, but not
replaced by it however, thought Farid Chedid, founder
and chief executive of Chedid Capital Holding Group,
who said face-to-face discussions were still important
in a relationship business. “You can’t have a board
meeting with everyone sitting in different rooms. The
fact that there are conferences where people are there
and sharing information and knowledge will remain
very important.
Meanwhile Robert Muir Wood, chief research
officer for RMS, added: “You could easily replace most
of what we do with algorithms, except that the
insurance product is actually written on very light
wordings. These light wordings require a huge
amount of trust, and I think how you gain trust is
through personal contact – you have to be able to look
someone in the eye and shake their hand to gage their
perspective. That is a key function of the insurance
product, which cannot be replaced with algorithms.”
Stephen Marcellino, partner at Wilson Elser
Moskowitz Edelman and Dicker, said it would be
detrimental to the industry if young people turned
their backs on face-to-face meetings. “If you are tied
to your computer screen that is the single focus of
your day,” he said. “If you do that you become
overly-reliant on the instrumentality as opposed to
the people you’re dealing with.
“From a trust perspective, as it stands today we all
know each other in different world markets. You have
to be very mindful not to lose that element of the
industry and the personal interaction of it.”n

THE DIFC GR SURVEY:
TOP FIVE TAKEAWAYS
• Successful reinsurance centres need a conducive
and light touch regulatory framework
• The ability to transact business across borders and
repatriate profits is essential in a global business

[ VIEWPOINTS ]

Future hubs
In a shifting geo-economic environment, there
is a growing need for the global reinsurance
industry to adapt to change in order to remain
relevant. Considering new markets and global
strategies is becoming increasingly important for
reinsurers, and so is becoming leaner and more
agile in operations for companies. For such
change to happen to the reinsurance business
model, embracing innovation and adopting
technology, digitisation and automation, is key.
This explains the rise of InsurTech in the global
reinsurance landscape. More insurance and
reinsurance firms are becoming receptive to the
impact that this dynamic sector can have on
the industry and the greater efficiencies it can
bring to the market.
Building on its pioneering role in promoting
innovation and technology in the Middle East,
Africa and South Asia region (MEASA), Dubai
has nurtured a conducive environment for
emerging trends, like InsurTech, to have a
larger role in shaping the future of how
businesses operate. Dubai International
Financial Centre (DIFC), has built a dynamic
ecosystem of over 2,000 companies, including
leading insurance players, who are driving the
future of finance for the region. They want to
work with emerging InsurTech startups to grow
and thrive together. This year, part of Fintech
Hive at DIFC’s accelerator programme, the
region’s largest and first of its kind accelerator,
DIFC had a dedicated workstream for
InsurTech, allowing incumbent and disruptive
firms to work side-by-side on creating innovative
solutions for region-specific challenges. Four
InsurTech were shortlisted startups out of 22
participatings and supported by five leading
insurance players as mentors.
As the reinsurance landscape continues to
change in line with global trends, embracing
innovation and technology will remain a priority
for the industry to evolve. This is an area of
great importance to us at DIFC. With the right
level of discussion, collaboration and innovation,
we believe that this change will have a positive
long-term impact on the industry as a whole.

• Reinsurance centres must offer modern front and
back office systems that improve efficiency and lower
the cost of doing business. Investment in technology
will divide the winners from the losers
• Underwriting discipline and capital management has
never been so important
• The ease with which capital flows into the
reinsurance industry post-event has fundamentally
altered the reinsurance cycle. Hard markets are a
thing of the past
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[ REINSURANCE M&A ]

MAKING
M&A WAVES
When RenaissanceRe announced it was acquiring Tokio Millennium Re for $1.5bn
it was just the latest in a series of deals that have been reshaping the reinsurance
sector over the past couple of years

T

his year has been
particularly busy for
mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) with a recent
report from ratings
agency Standard & Poor’s estimating
there were $48bn of transactions in
the first half of 2018. In terms of size
the standout deal was Axa’s $15bn
acquisition of XL Catlin, although
the trend for M&A has been notable
for its frequency as well as its
volumes.
Last year ended with Axis
Capital’s acquisition of Novae while
this one began with AIG’s $5.6bn
takeover of Validus and we have also
seen Apollo Global Management pick
up Aspen and Markel buy out
Nephila Capital.
Renaissance Re says that it will
acquire Tokio Millennium, the
reinsurance arm of Tokio Marine, in
order to “increase our scale, broaden
our reach” and this reasoning
reflects a key element of the strategy
driving the current trend for M&A.
It is a drive towards larger scale
that has been caused by reinsurers
having to chase fewer risks in a
softening market. Another factor has
been a period of historically low

interest rates, which has put a lot of
pressure on investment income, a
major driver of reinsurer earnings.
“Returns are not where they used
to be and they are not expected to
return to the double-digit return on
equity type years where you would
have large cat events coming
through and pricing would respond
in kind. That enabled the reinsurers
to revamp their business and make
the expected returns in the years
where there were limited
catastrophes and take them through
the years where there were big
losses,” says Brian Schneider, senior
director, insurance at Fitch Ratings.
“We certainly saw some big losses
coming through last year and that
has pushed some reinsurers to
realise that they can’t go on as they
have in the past as pricing did go up,
but was dampened by other aspects.
It has only further pushed the
concept that smaller reinsurers
really will find it difficult to remain
independent, as we’ve seen with
Novae, Aspen and Maiden Re being
taken over. It was difficult for them
to remain independent in their
current size.
“The larger players are also
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considering whether they need to be
even larger entities. We’ve seen that
with XL getting bought by Axa
which is an example of a large,
established company looking to
increase their size, scale and
footprint in the market. There have
been multiple factors that have
changed the market and it really
depends on whether you are a small,
mid or larger player as to how they
react to the changing environment.”

Economies of scale
Although the drive towards larger
scale has been a key strategic driver
it is not the only reason behind M&A
activity in the reinsurance industry.
Every deal has had its own
individual characteristics with the
acquirers of businesses buying them
for their own particular reasons.
“If you look at Axa-XL they’re
seeing the basis of their business,
which is personal lines business,
effectively commoditised. Therefore
moving to more specialty lines,
which is harder to commoditise so
that is attractive for them. Also, the
geographical footprint of XL was
slightly different to Axa’s. It has also
been a huge capital benefit for them

[ REINSURANCE M&A ]
because of the diversification within
their business model,” says Kevin
Timmons, chief executive at JLT
Advisory.
“Similarly, the Validus and AIG
deal had diversification across
products and that was certainly
something AIG was looking for,
probably more with the Talbot part
of the deal. There’s access to more
products and that’s what they’re
looking for. It is diversification of
product, diversification of business.”
The AIG/Validus deal and Axa/XL
deals are notable because they are
two major primary insurance groups
that are entering the reinsurance
space. This is a reversal of the trend
of the late 1990s and early 2000s that
saw insurers shedding their
reinsurance units.
“A lot of things have changes in
the intervening period. Back then it
was the volatility of the reinsurer
results that was causing problems
for the CEOs of the big primary
insurance groups. These days that
volatility is significantly less- that
was demonstrated by the losses last
year and the fact that the industry
proved itself to be very resilient in
the face of those losses,” Mike Van
Slooten, Head of Business
Intelligence at Aon Reinsurance
Solutions.
“Big primary insurance groups are
looking to gain expertise and they’re
looking to broaden their offering to a
bigger range of potential clients.
They are also very attracted by the
ability to channel alternative
capital.”
The arrival of the capital markets
to reinsurance in recent years has
been another driver of consolidation.
Alternative capital sources have
provided significant capacity for
some time now and questions over
whether those sources would stay in
the sector and reload the capacity
after a big loss have been answered
following last year’s hurricanes.
There is now acceptance that
reinsurers will need to continue
competing against alternative capital
but some traditional carriers have
decided that they need to be involved
more directly in this part of the
market. Most significant was
Markel’s acquisition of Nephila
although AlphaCat was undoubtedly
part of the prize for AIG when it bid
for Validus and XL’s New Ocean
segment would have been a bonus
for Axa.
“What we have seen latterly is a

“There’s room for
further consolidation
without it really
starting to impact
on the choices
that reinsurance
clients have.”
MIKE VAN SLOOTEN, AON
growing sense that convergence
capital is now more resilient and
more likely to remain invested in the
sector than was previously
envisaged. Somebody like Markel
acquiring Nephila gives some
credence to the view that reinsurers
are looking to work with and adapt
their business models to coping with
the presence of alternative capital,”
says David Masters, director, S&P
Global Ratings.
“Given the role that Nephila
played as the world’s largest
investment manager specialising in
ILS that provides Markel with an
additional revenue stream of
managing that pool of alternative
capital.”

Paying a premium
Although this trend for M&A would
indicate a sellers’ market, which in
turn might be expected to push book
valuations higher, the reality on the
ground has seen a more nuanced
prices agreed for takeovers.
A bidding process drove the
premium Axa paid for XL up to 1.5x
book value, although this itself was
down from the 2x book value some
Asian buyers have paid in recent
years. By contrast Apollo managed
to secure 1.1x book value for Aspen
after lowering its bids twice on the
loss-making carrier.
“Despite reducing levels of
reinsurance profitability in recent
years one of the key points of
interest in terms of price to book
ratio is that they’ve generally been
trending upwards. Some of the
smaller groups with smaller balance
sheets have been trading
significantly above par, in many
cases above 1.2x price to book. One
of the key reasons behind that
differential is the embedded takeover
premium built into the share price
of some of these groups,” says
Masters.
The trend towards fewer, larger
reinsurers gives those companies a

bigger presence and more pricing
power. It may also mean more
disciplined underwriting, better risk
management functions and wider
diversification. However, it is also
possible that the increased
concentration of capacity will mean
less choice for cedants who will also
have less potential ability to diversify
their exposure to reinsurers.
“It does mean fewer, larger
companies but it is still a fairly
fragmented marketplace. Certainly,
if you compare it to the life
reinsurance market where there’s a
much higher degree of
concentration,” says Van Slooten.
“There’s room for further
consolidation without it really
starting to impact on the choices
that reinsurance clients have. It
could get to the stage where it goes
beyond that but we’re not there at
the moment.”
And M&A looks set to continue
with over-capacity, soft premium
rates, a squeeze on profits and low
interest rates all combining to make
it a good time to consider an
acquisition. The cost of finance is
relatively cheap and the creation of
larger scale reinsurers will continue
to appear one of the best ways to
face the challenges ahead.
So, it looks likely that large
reinsurers will continue to target
smaller companies, who in turn will
join mid-tier carriers in looking for
partners. These players may decide
that $4-5bn of capital is not enough
to continue in the current
environment so may combine in
mergers of equals to become tier one
carriers.
Both the Bermuda and London
markets will present attractive
targets for acquiring companies
while in Europe it is possible that
Covea might make a second
approach for Scor.
“M&A will continue, some of it
will depend on pricing so if
businesses are reasonably keenly
priced then as returns have reduced
then prices for some businesses have
reduced and become more
affordable,” says Timmons.
“I do see bigger and better firms
and the key to all this will be growth
and expense saving. It is difficult to
grow in this market, rates aren’t
rising as much as people hoped after
some catastrophes so if you can
make some topline growth and
savings on expense ratio that will
always be a driver for businesses.” n
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Belt and Road Initiative
Risks and opportunities

China’s BRI has captured imaginations around the world since it was announced in 2013 and
sparked plenty of debate. But what are the true risks at the heart of the $1 trillion investment
project that hopes to create new economic corridors and facilitate global trade, and what are the
insurance and reinsurance opportunities?

T

he construction of a $7bn
high-speed railway across
one of the poorest and least
developed countries in
South East Asia is fast
becoming a symbol for China’s Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI). Around a
quarter of the Laos-China high-speed
rail project has been constructed and
it is on schedule for completion by
2021. When active it will link into the
Thai and Malaysian rail networks,
and eventually Singapore.
Such initiatives are desperately
needed, according to Asia
Development Bank, which has
estimated that 45 Asian countries
need to invest $26 trillion between
2016 and 2030 to fix their
infrastructure shortfall. It is hoped
BRI will kick-start the new cycle of
infrastructure spending in Asia and
beyond.
BRI is arguably the most
significant macro-economic scheme

ever embarked upon. Also known as
the “one belt, one road”, the project
aims to link China to other countries
around the globe using a “belt” of
overland corridors – a modern day
Silk Road – in addition to a maritime
“road” of shipping lanes. Projects are
earmarked or underway in over 60
countries and over $1 trillion
(between $4 trillion and $8 trillion
according to some estimates) is set to
be invested in infrastructure, energy
and mining projects.

Five years on
It has been over five years since
President Xi Jinping announced his
ambitious plan to connect Asia,
Africa and Europe and to date, over
1,700 BRI projects have been
completed or are near completion. It
is estimated that $210 billion has
been spent so far, the majority within
Asia. Some of the more notable and
complex projects include the
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Indonesian Jakarta-Bandung
high-speed railway, the Pakistan
Kohala Hydropower Station and, in
the pipeline, Nigeria’s Ibadan-Kano
rail line project.
There are undoubtedly significant
economic advantages to be gained
from the tremendous size and scope
of the BRI, with the economies
involved accounting for one-third of
global GDP and trade. BRI should
further enable these countries
– including developing nations such
as Afghanistan, Nepal, Tajikistan
and Laos – to improve trade and
contribute more to international
commerce, by strengthening local
and cross-border infrastructure and
plugging “connectivity gaps” in
transport, communications, trade
and investment.
“The BRI focuses on the long-term
development and prosperity of
developing economies while uniting
developed economies around the

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

world into this mega plan,” says
Jacky Xingchen, regional
manager, Greater China, Trust Re.
“The recent breakthrough
between China and Japan, where
both countries have established a
committee to promote the
development of Japan-China
private business activities to a
third of countries, is particularly
noteworthy.”
According to the World Bank,
which has ongoing commitments
of $86.8bn in a number of BRI
projects, this is a “large
unexploited potential”. “The Belt
and Road Initiative can be a
catalyst for a new approach to
development, where we crowd in
private capital to meet people’s
rising aspirations,” said World
Bank Group president Jim Yong
Kim, speaking at the Belt and
Road Forum for International
Co-operation. “But realising the
promise of this initiative will
require appropriate policies,
institutions, and services.”
BRI introduces a series of
complex exposures which need to
be managed and mitigated. The
IMF has raised concerns, for
instance, that financing of the
project could increase the public
debt in some countries to
unsustainable levels. To date,
around 10% of BRI projects
outside of China have secured
funding.
Political instability is another
concern. Instability in some BRI
countries could make it difficult to
get projects moving or realise
investments in full, according to
the Economist Intelligence Unit.
“As much as BRI is perceived to
be one of the largest projects

BRI: THE CHIEF RISK
CONCERNS
Geopolitical
Political risks are one of the
biggest threats concerning the BRI, according
to JLT Specialty. In its Risk outlook report, it
notes that projects will pass through countries
as diverse as Poland and Iraq, “exposing
companies to myriad political risks.” It
continues: “Companies moving into territories
for the first time may be unfamiliar with these
developments in the risk environment.”
Specialist reinsurance products such as
political violence, political risk and trade
credit offer some protection against issues
such as war, terrorism and contract
frustration. While there have been initial
gains in the region’s smaller, less stable
markets, political turbulence or armed
conflict may stall projects in the future.
Economic/financial
Fitch Ratings has warned that infrastructure
projects could create debt risk for the banks
funding them and broader economies. Many of
the BRI countries have a poor sovereign debt
rating, or no rating at all. There is some
concern that loans made by Beijing to CEE
countries could lead to financial instability in
smaller economies, which are vulnerable to
unsustainable levels of debt.
Unlike the Marshall Plan (or European
Recovery Programme), which BRI is often
compared to, the financing of infrastructure
projects is not based on aid or foreign direct
investment, but on loan financing. “This
underscores the importance, for creditors and
debtors alike, to carefully factor in pertaining
risks,” says the Economist Intelligence Unit.

Risk transfer opportunities
Insurance and reinsurance will
play an important role in
facilitating BRI projects from
design through to completion and
from there into the operational
running of the various schemes.

▼

One top risk that
will affect all
projects is legal
and sovereign risks
in various regions
along the BRI

around the world in history, it has
its inherent risks embedded
throughout the cycle of a project,”
says Xingchen. “Amongst the top
risks that will affect all lines of
business and the projects
themselves are legal and
sovereign risks in various regions
along the BRI routes.”
“These risks are inevitable in
that the legal, political, economic,
cultural and religious systems are
varied from one region to another.
Thus, companies that are involved
should analyse and prepare
themselves against these risks
from the very beginning.”
Among the complexities to be
overcome, are the risks associated
with major infrastructure
projects, which fall under the
broad headings of environmental,
economic and geopolitical.
In its Global Risk Report 2018,
the World Economic Forum (WEF)
notes that the hope is for BRI and
other infrastructure plans to
“foster peaceful relations by
creating new links and patterns of
co-operation”.
However, it warns the ambitious
nature of the plans and approach
to financing could exacerbate
rather than prevent tension
between economic corridor
partners. WEF notes that potential
triggers for unrest could result
from corridors crossing contested
territory or pushback from a
country that feels its sovereignty
is being undermined, referring to
protests at Hambantota Port in Sri
Lanka as an example of what can
go wrong.
Then there are the more
traditional risk concerns. Much of
the regions at the heart of BRI are
also exposed to natural
catastrophe perils, including
earthquake, windstorm (typhoon)
and flood. Several disaster risk
reduction initiatives and
agreements have been set up,
including the International
Programme for Disaster Risk and
Comprehensive Mitigation under
the B&R Initiative (2016-2021).

Environmental
Countries within the BRI ecosystem have
diverse geographies and exposures to natural
perils, among them, earthquake, windstorm
and flood. The majority of BRI funding to date
has been spent on projects in Asia, which is
disproportionately affected by nat cats in
comparison to the rest of the world.
The UN has warned that natural disasters
could cost Asia-Pacific as much as $160bn
per year by 2030, of which only 5% is
insured. Clearly, BRI projects need to be built
with disaster resilience in mind. Foreign
governments are increasingly requiring
environmental and social impact
assessments and compliance with
environmental and workplace laws.
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SPECIAL REPORT

BRI: Mapping the risk

Realising the
promise of this
initiative will
require appropriate
policies, institutions
and services

It is anticipated that demand for
cover could generate as much as
$10.6bn in commercial insurance
premium in Southeast Asia alone
through to 2030, half of it for
property-all-risk covers.
Purchase of construction and
engineering products (constructionall-risks, erection-all-risks, delay in
start-up and third-party liability) will
account for a further $3.9bn in
premium. There will be a strong
demand for trade credit and political
risk, marine project cargo, workers’
compensation, professional indemnity
and surety bonds among other risk
transfer products. The need for
political violence and terrorism cover
will vary depending on the stability of
the regions under the BRI.
The larger and more complex the
project, the more likely it is there will
be delays and demands for
compensation, warns the World Bank,
noting that the average time for
resolving a commercial dispute is 621
days across BRI countries. In
anticipation of this, China has
established two international courts to
handle disagreements that arise
during the course of BRI construction,
based in Shenzhen and central Xian
respectively.
Xingchen expects that insurance and
reinsurance needs will increase as
more and more construction and
infrastructure projects come on line.
“While it is set to benefit the global
reinsurance industry as most
reinsurance carriers are
multinational, if we have to divide
based on a geographical basis, those
who have presence and are active in
hubs like London, Dubai, Singapore
and Hong Kong are set to benefit most
from BRI.” n
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The Belt

A land corridor
which passes
through Central Asia
before reaching
Europe

The maritime Road
A maritime route
passing through
Southeast Asia, South
Asia, the Middle East
and East Africa

BRI TRACKER

The MERICS Belt and Road Tracker draws upon a large database of
projects within the framework of China’s BRI. The database contains
more than 1,000 entries and is continuously updated.
It contains projects within the scope of two Chinese policy documents
that outline the BRI: the “Vision and Actions on Jointly Building the Silk
Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road” and the
“Vision for Maritime Cooperation under the Belt and Road Initiative.”
The database shows that $715m of infrastructure projects have been
completed over the past five years since BRI was officially launched.
More than $3bn of Chinese financing is connected to projects currently
under construction. For planned projects, the figure is below $7bn.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

More than 60
BRI countries in
Asia, the Middle
East, East Africa
and Eastern
Europe contain

69%
of the world’s
total population
and account for
51% of global
GDP

The BRI’s six trade corridors

1. China-Indochina
ASEAN already has plans to invest in the
region’s railway and highway network. BRI
adds capital
2. China-Myanmar-Bangladesh-India
China-Myanmar oil and gas lines are active.
Extension to India is a challenging and
long-term ambition
3.China-Pakistan
Significant infrastructure investment has
been made. Corridor is strategically
important
4. China-Central Asia Asia-Western Asia
Huge infrastructure investment is needed.
Has commercial scale, but long-term
ambition
5. New Eurasian Land Bridge
Infrastructure already in place pre-BRI and
being used by logistics companies
6. China-Mongolia-Russia
Primarily a commodities route. Infrastructure
investment has been increased recently
SOURCE: SILK ROAD ASSOCIATES

How reinsurance facilitates
complex construction and
engineering projects
Major infrastructure projects of the BRI would be impossible
without the specialist support of insurance and reinsurance
carriers, explains Arthur Underwood, CPCU, ARe, operations
projects manager with Trust Re

T

echnology has enabled some of the most
ambitious infrastructure projects the
world has ever seen, as part of the BRI
ecosystem. However, with complexity
comes a changing risk landscape and
increases in risk severity. As BRI gathers pace,
these risks need to be carefully managed and
mitigated through a close tripartite relationship
between contractors, re/insurers and brokers. Scenario planning
and stress testing is also important in ensuring no gaps in cover.
From high-speed railways to new economic corridors, there are
thousands of projects in the pipeline, with hopes to finish by 2049,
the scale of BRI cannot be underestimated.
Take the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), the
beneficiary of up to $55bn in investment, which was launched in
2015. CPEC involves expanding the Gwadar port, constructing
energy pipelines and building power plants, new highways over the
tallest mountain range in the world (with passes of over 5,000
metres), high-speed railways, fibre-optic cables and special
economic zones. The aim is to link Pakistan to the rest of Asia and
offer China new trading routes. China describes the CPEC as the
“fastest and most effective” of its BRI projects to date. However,
with complexity comes increased risks – from physical risks (such
as nat cats) to intangible and financial risks (such as project delay
costs) and geopolitical considerations (CPEC runs through GilgitBaltistan, a contested region of Kashmir).
This is when reinsurance comes into its own. Reinsurers are the
ultimate capacity provider and a crucial technical adviser. Many of
the BRI projects are in developing markets, where the local
insurance companies lack the technical expertise to underwrite and
even serve as advisors on such ambitious projects. Reinsurance
companies can therefore assist in providing much of the capacity
that is needed to cover the huge assets at risk, while also providing
specialist knowledge on risk management and claims mitigation.
A close relationship between all parties (contractors, insurers,
reinsurers, brokers and loss adjusters) will help with information
sharing and ensuring there is a common awareness and approach
to all the risks involved. An atmosphere of trust and co-operation is
helpful for all stakeholders, and ideally should be established at the
design stage before construction work has even begun.
Scenario planning is an important tool. Reinsurers are able to
offer frequency and severity judgement of the risks we are
underwriting. We are able, for instance, to share the likely return
period for a tropical cyclone in Oman or Vietnam, which is useful
information when constructing a road or railway – whether near to
the coast or not. Scenario planning and stress testing can also help
identify potential gaps in cover. As these infrastructure projects
become more complex, the likelihood of consequential financial
loss grows. Alongside significant demand for traditional property
and construction-all-risks covers, BRI projects will also require
specialist covers, such as delay-in-start-up, trade credit, political
risk and surety bonds. n
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[ BADEN ]

Tiering is a myth – Aon’s Thofern

R

e/insurance executives are
susceptible to fashionable
jargon, and reinsurance tiering
is one term that has been suspiciously
in vogue in recent years. Tiering has
been called both a major motivation
for mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
activity and a consequence of
continuing consolidation.
Seeing value in scale, tiering theory
is that only the biggest reinsurers
offer relevance and security to the
cedants with the largest treaty
reinsurance programmes.
Corporate strategies and leaders’
legacies have been built on this. Aon
Reinsurance Solutions Deutschland’s
CEO Jan-Oliver Thofern is having
none of this.
“Tiering has not really happened
except for some global accounts”,
Thofern told GR in Baden-Baden,
“although certain reinsurers would
disagree.”
This goes against the conventional
narrative. Big cedants such as

Allianz moved to restructure their
reinsurance programme several
years ago, attempting to put a panel
together consisting of fewer
reinsurers.
Industry leaders, such Scor’s Denis
Kessler, have pushed tiering as a
theme at consecutive Monte Carlo
rendezvous. As CEO of the fourth
largest reinsurer, Kessler has
repeatedly spoken about a “top tier”
with room for just four reinsurers.
Mega mergers show consolidation
to be the case. This year’s Guy
Carpenter Baden-Baden Symposium
postulated a world with perhaps five
to ten major reinsurers after the
present wave of M&A creates “a
return to global composites”,
although some speakers rebelled
against this picture.
But whether consolidation leads to
tiering is a more nuanced point. “On
the whole I think diversity has
increased rather than decreased.
We’ve seen a growing market share

for the small- and
medium-sized
reinsurers in the
past few years,”
Thofern said.
Thofern
suggested a
small group of
big reinsurers is not good for clients
because it concentrates power
unhealthily among just a handful of
players. He also noted that, among
the options, he considered
collateralised re to be a “standard
product” at this point.
“We try to optimise the panel as
well as the reinsurance structure,”
he said. “Typically, we find too much
concentration risk – not in a credit
risk dimension, but in trading power.
You do not want to concentrate too
much trading power in the hands of
one counterparty. And it makes
sense to spread the risk; given the
nature of this business,” Thofern
added. n
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[ INSURTECH ]

TALK ABOUT A
REVOLUTION
Fresh thinking and converging insurance technologies are adding up
to a revolution in the re/insurance sector, exemplified by GR’s
Innovation & Insurtech 2018 event in Bermuda

I

t was entirely fitting that
Bermuda played host to GR’s
Innovation & Insurtech 2018
event, held in November. The
island hub is continually full
of the noises of innovative thinking
and breaking fresh ground in the re/
insurance world.
Premier of Bermuda David Burt,
MP, was keen to underline the
importance of innovating to stay
ahead of rivals in an increasingly
competitive re/insurance world.
Bermuda’s regulatory environment
as a jurisdiction of choice for re/
insurance needs to keep pace with
insurtech, Burt emphasised.
“It’s important to innovate and
stay ahead. Staying ahead has always
been crucial to Bermuda’s success,”
he said. “We need to look at process;
we need to look at how we do things;
and how we make it more efficient.”
Burt pointed to the Bermuda
Monetary Authority’s insurance
regulatory sandbox created this
year, via the Insurance Amendment
Act 2018, to test insurtech
applications prior to rollout. He
lauded the close working
relationship between Bermuda’s
government, its regulatory
framework, and the island’s re/
insurance industry.
“It’s unique to Bermuda that the
government, the regulator and the
industry work together so well. For
the companies that want to be here…
we want to continue to ensure that
there is an ecosystem for them,”
Burt added.
Bermuda does seem to be
benefitting from a number of new
cyber underwriting players, speakers
noted. Ari Chatterjee, who spoke on
the afternoon cyber risk panel
exemplified this innovative streak.
Chief underwriting officer for
Envelop Risk, the start-up firm
focuses on using artificial

intelligence (AI) and machine
learning to underwrite cyber risks.
Much of the talk at the event
focused on working with insurtech
startups. Jacqueline Lesage Krause,
managing director of Munich Re and
HSB Ventures, suggested it was not a
coincidence that a plethora of
insurance startups are setting up as
managing general agents (MGAs).
“Being an MGA is just the go-to
market strategy. They’ve figured out
where they need to sit to have the
most control of their future and have
the least capital at risk at the same
time,” she said.
Krause had some advice for
partnering with venture capital (VC)
funded startups. “Understand their
perspective, use the word

“The growth of data in
our world is mind
boggling. It’s quick to
realise that we can’t keep
up with it all. If we can
take AI and augment
human cognition, think
of the power that brings
to the table.”
ROB HIGH, IBM WATSON
collaboration a lot, and understand
their timeframe,” she said. “We’re
looking for companies developing
something people want.”
Most VC funding is dependent on
seeing results in 12-18 months, she
warned, and if a start-up firm is not
focused on such an investor-set
timetable, they may not be the best
match anyway. “Whatever they’re
doing with you needs to be provable
in that timeframe. If you’re taking 9
months to go through procurement,
that is not helpful,” she added.
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The AI revolution
AI was a recurring theme
throughout the day. One of its
greatest practitioners provided a
masterclass in how this tool will
transform the way insurers – and
humankind for that matter – will
make use of information.
By 2020, data recorded globally
each year will be growing at an
exponential rate of 4300%. IBM
Watson’s chief technology officer
Rob High focused on this exponential
growth of data, emphasising the role
AI will play in making use of all this
new information, just as farming
tools and hydraulic machinery
previously amplified human
capabilities in the agricultural and
industrial revolutions.
“Imagine what it would have been
like to do that same work without
those tools. And that’s the case with
data and AI,” High told attendees.
“The growth of data in our world is
mind boggling. It’s quick to realise
that we can’t keep up with it all. If
we can take AI and augment human
cognition, think of the power that
brings to the table.”
He noted that smart phone usage
would likely rise to only about 7.5bn
devices globally, but that the
Internet of Things will lead to
increasing volumes of data from
some 15bn other non-mobile
intelligent devices – washing
machines, cars, fridges and TVs.
“That figure is set to reach 55bn by
2022,” said High.
Tech spending on the rise is part
of a broader trend among insurers
recognising that their industry is not
just about paying claims and
transacting and renewing business,
but instead moving towards a
services model that includes
advisory and risk mitigation
services.
“Insurance is stepping much more

[ INSURTECH ]

IBM Watson’s
Rob High

Stephan Ruoff
calls for deeper
underwriting
use of AI
into being an advisor, rather than a
payer in this ecosystem,” said Sudha
Meghan, co-founder and CEO of
RozieAi, one of several AI start-ups
showcasing themselves at the event.
“Individuals and corporate entities
are willing to shift business to those
organisations that want to be their
trusted advisor,” she added.

Cost benefit
Technology plans are being rolled
out at pace, despite a tough
catastrophe loss claims environment
and a merger-heavy market
environment in 2017 and 2018,
panellists highlighted. Re/insurance
firms are looking to technology to
increase revenues as well as reduce
operational costs, according to a
panel debate on the changing re/
insurance world.
Laura Taylor, Nephila Capital’s
chief financial officer, said the
company was more focused on
driving growth than finding business
savings. “Really, we’re looking at
revenue growth, about how we grow
top line and keep expenses constant.
We’re much more focused on revenue
generation than on cost savings,” she
said.
The industry is moving towards
common technology platforms, noted
Stephan Ruoff, CEO of Tokio
Millennium Re, which was itself
recently acquired by a new owner.
Ruoff pointed to Lloyd’s but added
that progress has been “slow” and
“transactional”, rather than, for
example, making a more
comprehensive shift towards AI
methods in underwriting.
“We’re not seeing AI driven more
broadly. We’ve not seen proper
portfolio selection done by AI deeper
than our own knowledge or drawn by
data deeper than what we’re using
today. For every executive
management board, technology
should be high up their list of
priorities,” said Ruoff.

John Racher, head of UK
operations at AdvantageGo, described
a dive towards underwriting
discipline that is putting emphasis on
what technology can do.
“Underwriters want to have the very
best technology to achieve that.
Clearly there’s pressure on capital
and top line growth, the market is
soft, and underwriting discipline is at
the very top of priorities,” he said.
The heavy claims environment has
provided an opportunity to show just
how much technology can save on
operational costs, for those firms
that have made the investment.
“It costs the industry millions of
dollars to send adjusters to find out
things such as medical expenses,”
said Adrian Bentley, managing
director of reinsurance analytics
firm Analyze Re. “It’s a huge saving
if they can eliminate 20% of those
house calls and doctor consultations
by using AI to predict the worst
claims.”
However, using AI for predictive
analytics, to prevent claims from
happening, is a bigger focus, Bentley
suggested. “Preventative is where I
would say people are focused,” he
said. “Look at this from a combined
ratio standpoint. Everybody’s eyes
are on areas of efficiency. Declining
premiums are affecting the bottom
line, and AI can look at how we
make ourselves more operationally
efficient.”
Despite the tough market
environment, technology spending is
sometimes not as disciplined as it
ought to be, Taylor suggested, given
the efficiencies in mind.
“A lot of companies make these
technology investments but don’t do
a true analysis,” Taylor warned.
“They should be doing a cost/benefit
analysis with a five-to-ten-year
timeline to focus on making their
money back. They should be asking
‘how can I use this efficiency to
make more money?’”

Board the train
Positive culture, particularly at team
level, is necessary for innovation to
take root. Pina Albo, CEO of
Hamilton Insurance Group, hosted
an inspiration injection panel to
discuss the ideal conditions for fresh
thinking to thrive within re/
insurance organisations.
Krause contributed: “Corporate
innovation is about survival and
speed. There’s a train coming: you
can get run over by it; you can move
out of its way; you can get on the
train; you can even drive it.”
Warnings to laggards continued.
“If you’re too timid, you’ll get left
behind,” warned Ann Petley-Jones,
founder and owner of PetaData. “If
you’re too aggressive, and imagine
something that is not there, you will
fail.”
Karen Morris, a strategic advisor
specialising in innovation strategy
and execution, and an ex chief
innovation officer at AIG, noted that
teams, not individuals, are the
crucial unit of innovation. Too many
disparate ideas can be a bad thing,
the panel agreed, and most failures
occur before their application.
Questions can be more important
than answers, Morris suggested.
Companies need to ask themselves
what they are trying to change, she
said, focusing on what clients want,
rather than seeing problems from
their own perspective, within an
insurance bubble.
“There’s so much excitement in
throwing around the topic of
disruptive innovation. It’s like the
problem of the guy who read half the
book on a plane,” said Morris.
“Nobody wants your goods and
services – what they want is an
outcome.” n
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BIG IDEAS
FROM A SMALL
ISLAND

John Racher reports back from the GR Innovation & Insurtech event in Bermuda
where attendees explored the challenges and opportunities of new technology
and discussed their vision of the future and its changing lexicon.

T

he discussions around the
theme of technology and
disruption in the global
reinsurance sector
continue, but the
challenge for the industry is that the
pace of change is much slower, far
subtler and certainly less dramatic
than some of the new models we’ve
seen in the personal lines space. This
is largely due to the complexity and
regulation surrounding the industry,
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which presents a significant barrier to
a digital revolution.
Bermuda as a jurisdiction is doing
its best to buck this trend by enticing
InsurTech start-ups and setting up an
innovation hub and ‘sandbox’ to
enable InsurTech innovation and
experimentation and to help these
fledgling companies flourish. The
island’s government, regulators and
development agency are all backing
this trend - for example, Bermuda

[ ADVANTAGEGO ]

passed the Insurance Amendment Act
2018 in June to allow companies to
test solutions before they invest in
operational deployment. The
conference session on regulation
developed this theme and expanded
on Bermuda’s commitment to
innovation, endorsed earlier by the
Premier The Hon. E. David Burt.
There is currently no reinsurance
equivalent of an Uber, Air BnB or
Amazon on the horizon yet, but the
opportunity is there for those who can
spot it. Disruptive digital
technologies, such as AI, IoT and
Blockchain are all making their mark
on the industry and I found Rob
High’s (President and CTO of IBM
Watson) key note speech on the
journey with IBM Watson and the
advances in AI fascinating. With
some great vision supported by some
staggering facts Rob illustrated that
with the scale and speed of data
growth we need ‘AI systems to
amplify human cognition’. I believe
machine learning and AI will become
more mainstream over the next
couple of years, not least because it is
critical in harnessing the enormous
amounts of data we now harvest. It is
estimated that by 2020 world
knowledge will double every 12 hours!
A truly mind-boggling statistic but
one that validates the need for AI if
we are to derive value from that data.
It’s an area that we at AdvantageGo
have been investing in with the
release of digital assistant ‘Aniita’,
which has the ability to interrogate
insurance data from multiple sources
and provide text and voice
conversational feedback to users.
There is no doubt that the explosion
of data associated with commercial
assets will open the door for new
business models such as risk
mitigation and dynamic pricing, but
the adoption of these models will take
time. The sheer scale of the data, as
it increases much faster than we can
manage it, and the issue of privacy,
are some of the challenges that the
industry must address before it can
truly harness the power of that data.
In the ‘Analytics for Insurance’ panel
Michael Brett Managing Director of
QBranch made the heartening

comment that ‘…most companies
underestimate how ready they are for
data analytics’, with the
recommendation to ‘just get started!’
The panel discussing the ‘injection
of inspiration’ and the sharing of
their ‘secret sauce’ was fascinating
with the three panellists giving their
insight into how to transform an
innovation vision into a reality. Ann
Petley-Jones summed up the
criticality of this with the comment
that ‘innovation is the new word for
survival.’

“The industry is
now reaping the
benefits of hiring
tech savvy
individuals and
integrating them
into their
businesses.”
JOHN RACHER, ADVANTAGEGO
Carriers now have a much better
understanding of the potential of
technology – in fact the results from a
survey we commissioned in the spring
showed that every one of the 30
executives interviewed saw InsurTech
as an opportunity. The industry is
now reaping the benefits of hiring
tech savvy individuals and integrating
them into their businesses. They are
the leaders of tomorrow and will have
a corporate vision that has tech
solutions at its core. As a tech
provider, we love this approach and
our parent company, NIIT
Technologies, has ‘centres of
competence’ and research teams
looking at the latest innovations to
establish a use in our industry.
Partnering with tech companies is not
new and has been embraced by the
likes of Munich Re, Aviva, Beazley
and others and we see the partnering
model growing. This seems to be the
best way to tackle the challenges and

exploit the opportunities – to partner
with the traditional (re)insurance
markets and assist them in futureproofing their businesses.
Panelist Giles Harlow from Aon in
the discussion on the growing Cyber
market highlighted two major
changes; firstly, the massive uptick in
Cyber limits being purchased and
secondly the type of buyer that is now
requiring policies. This market has
been rapidly changing since the
‘NotPetya’ and ‘Wannacry’ losses and
the hidden silent Cyber risk is
becoming better understood.
The Insurtech Startups Live!
session was one of the most
entertaining and indeed beneficial
panels to us last year and we now
have relationships with two of the
companies that presented last year
– ‘HazardHub’ and ‘Understory’.
There are some truly dynamic and
brilliantly innovative companies out
there, but these new start-ups
sometimes lack the depth of industry
knowledge necessary to capitalise on
their ideas which is where the
carriers step in. This year, seven
start-ups took five minutes to pitch
their business to a small panel of
judges, who in turn asked some
questions in a format very like BBC’s
“Dragon’s Den”. The audience voted
for their favourite start-up using a
phone app. A fabulous group of seven
start-ups this year and the voting was
pretty tight but, in the end, the
winner this year was Stable Insurance
with their insurance offering for the
ride share sector.
As a footnote to this, I believe that
a number of the terms we use today
and used throughout the conference
will very soon become obsolete. How
long will we keep using the word
‘digital’ to preface anything modern?
Everything we are doing in the tech
space is digital, after all what’s the
alternative, Analogue? We’re using
the term to draw a comparison to
something that really only exists in
legacy. ‘Big data’ is another one – big
doesn’t really do justice to the size of
data and the diverse sources
available. The lexicon is changing,
and so is the industry – now is the
time to embrace it! n
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INTELLIGENT
TECH TRANSFORMS
INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Re/insurance is in the throes of a technology revolution. By Justin Davies

A

rguably the biggest issue
keeping re/insurance
executives awake is the
extent to which
technology will
revolutionise how they do business.
Generally, technology has the
potential to deliver huge efficiencies
to a significantly paper-based
industry, often notoriously lagging
behind other sectors when it comes
to modernisation. In addition, there
is a great deal of uncertainty about
the insurance workplace of the
future.
The speed of digital
transformation is breath-taking and
the precise nature of insurance jobs
and operations in five or ten years is
difficult to predict. A report for the
World Economic Forum (WEF) in
2017 suggests 65% of children
entering primary school today will
be employed in jobs that currently
do not exist. Moreover, the WEF
report predicted 35% of the skills
required for jobs across industries
will change by 2020.
The term “Fourth Industrial
Revolution” (4IR) refers to a
convergence of diverse technologies
such as robotics, machine learning,
artificial intelligence (AI), and the
internet of things (IoT). Blockchain
is now increasingly part of this mix
too. By many accounts, the
escalating characteristics of 4IR will
have a profound but uncertain
impact on the way re/insurance
professionals will do their jobs in the
future.
In fact, there is understandable
anxiety across all market sectors
about the impact of emerging
technologies on the nature of work,
the makeup of jobs, and the
changing face of business
operations. An October 2018 Gallup

poll in the United States offered
some insight into the concerns
associated with technological
change: 53% of those surveyed,
including tech-connected
millennials, consider AI, robotics,
and automation to be a bigger threat
to US jobs over the next 10 years
than immigration and outsourcing.
The survey respondents
appreciated the benefits of
technology, but they were also
apprehensive. Almost 80% said AI
will have a positive impact on their
lives over the next decade. But 73%

‘Motor insurance is a
good example of how
technology and process
optimisation are
changing
the way
business is
conducted’

predicted AI and other new
technologies will eliminate more jobs
than they will create.
The insurance industry has been
grappling with maximising the
benefits of rapidly-evolving
technology. Some re/insurers are
creating their own innovation hubs
as offshoots of the parent company.
However, the primary function of re/
insurance companies is not to be
technology incubators, so there is an
understandable limit to how much
they can harness intelligent
technologies internally to optimise
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the overall business and service
operations of the enterprise.
Re/insurers also engage with
smart insurtech providers and
facilitators — to gain competitive
advantage in the 4IR-driven age of
widespread digital enablement and
expectations. Such trends are driving
a variety of interesting initiatives
and increasingly large investments
in insurtech businesses. The number
of patents being filed for insurancerelated businesses provides some
perspective on the level of activity. A
November 2018 study by RPC, a
London-based law firm, found the
number of insurance-related patents
filed worldwide jumped by 40% last
year to 917 in 2017 from 657 in 2016,
and by 116% over the past five years
(435 patents were filed in 2013).
Another option re/insurers
increasingly consider today for
business-technology modernisation
is the partnership model with
insurance-focused consulting and
managed services providers. Those
partnerships are distinguishable
from traditional business process
outsourcing (BPO). Historically, in
response to soft markets, thin
premium margins, and uncertain
investment returns, re/insurers,
brokers, and managing general
agents looking to improve the bottom
line, have leveraged BPO providers
to take over much of the repetitive
IT or back-office functions as a
cost-saving measure.
But BPO is receding as a
successful business model. Motor
insurance is a good example of how
technology and process optimisation
are changing the way business is
conducted. Applying for motor
insurance has typically been a
cumbersome process for insureds.
They would be asked about their
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driving record, their age, and how
many miles they drive — which often
resulted in risk assessments that
were not only very generalised, but
also time-consuming, and prone to
human error or even fraud. Now,
insurers can automatically collect
driver data from devices such as
black boxes which can give them a
real-time view of vehicle and
operator movements.
Looked at simplistically,
technology is now doing some of the
work humans previously did, which
in certain circumstances will result
in job losses. However, this is not the
dystopian scenario of a takeover by
robots. The more significant
consequence in the case of motor
insurance is that underwriters are
freed up from the tedious and
repetitive administrative side of the
job. They can now devote their time
to offering real value to their
company, by using their expertise
and experience to make more
accurate, sensible, and profitable
underwriting decisions.
In this fast-changing business
landscape — driven by the rapid
evolution of technology — BPOs and
any other service providers face the
challenge of demonstrating a
clear-cut ability to bring measurable
operational value to insurance
enterprises. So, for re/insurers and
their service providers, the key to
remaining relevant and
demonstrating genuine value is the
ability to integrate technological
expertise with deep insurance
domain knowledge.

Many of the technologies most
closely associated with the Fourth
Industrial Revolution such as AI,
machine learning, robotics, and
blockchain, are disrupting insurance
work and lifecycle operations in
positive ways. For traditional BPO
providers, which rely on a headcount
or “per FTE” economic model, the
proliferation of intelligent
technologies presents a significant
business quandary. By their very
nature, new technologies reduce
manpower effort — which is
advantageous for re/insurance
providers who can retrain and
redeploy their people for higher
value tasks. But, for traditional BPO
providers, the deployment of
modern technologies leads to
reductions in manpower deployment
and, ultimately, revenue. So, the
standard BPO model — with labour
cost arbitrage as its strongest selling
point — is less strategically viable,
in large part because of the advent
and promulgation of intelligent
technologies.
As a manifestation of the
disruptive force of 4IR technology, in
our organisation, we practice
Strategic Operations Support (SOS)
— a new relationship approach for
re/insurers who require and expect
industry-knowledgeable and
transformational services from their
partners. SOS is, of course, a
deliberate reference to the maritime
call for help. It also encapsulates
what we see as the urgent need for
suppliers of people and technology,
now increasingly including

blockchain implementation, to
reimagine the services and expertise
they offer to re/insurers.
In contrast to BPO methodology
— which is not necessarily
incentivised to bring technological
change and innovation into client
operations — the SOS approach
delivers the overarching, missioncritical benefit of professional
insurance specialisation and
outcome-based incentives to the
service partnership with re/
insurers. Automation-driven SOS
allows re/insurers to grow more
quickly and productively, while
expanding manpower productivity
and operational efficiencies.
Technology is undoubtedly a
threat to the business-as-usual
mindset, and the nature of many
insurance jobs and operations will
be significantly different in the years
ahead; and some jobs will likely
evolve or disappear. Meanwhile,
there is enormous potential for new
automation and systems to
streamline the work of insurance, by
improving risk assessment,
underwriting, policy service, claims
management, and other operations.
Those businesses which settle for
the status quo are in danger of
becoming obsolete, as their
competitors seize on the many
benefits of intelligent technology
and the domain-focused partners
who can help to optimise insurance
operations. n
Justin Davies is the EMEA region
head at Xceedance.
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SWISS RE’S
NEW SILK ROAD
Jayne Plunkett, chief executive of reinsurance Asia at Swiss Re, tells
Global Reinsurance about the reinsurer’s plans for the region

T

he emerging markets,
particularly China and
emerging Asia, will drive
global demand for
insurance for many years
to come. The growth gap between the
advanced and emerging markets has
narrowed since 2008, but this does not
lessen the importance of emerging
insurance markets, nor negate the
trend of insurance growth shifting
from west to east.
Wealth in the emerging markets has
grown significantly and a 1-ppt rise in
GDP 2018 has much greater impact in
premium volume terms than it would
have been had a decade ago. In
addition, many emerging markets
have progressed to the steeper area
of the insurance ˝S-curve˝ and
consequently, the impact of income
growth on insurance demand is
much bigger.
JP: Asia business makes up 25% of
Swiss Re’s business, but we want this
to become a much larger part of
what we do, not because we expect
the other areas to shrink but because
we see such growth in these high
growth markets.
Our plan for the region is to
support the growth of the insurance
industry and that support comes in a
few ways – reinsurance, but more
importantly, finding new models.

them are very technologically
advanced already and we’re creating
new forms of insurance and new
coverages at the same time, so I think
this combination will be really
interesting for the rest of the world to
look at.

What makes opportunities in Asia
unique?
JP: I think we have this unique time
in history where we have the growth
in the insurance market, the need for
new coverages, and these really
exciting advancements in technology.
It’s all happening at the same time,
and I believe the market that can
probably capture all of this the best
are the new ones because they don’t
have the legacy of the old way of
doing things.
We see this play out time and time
again in our markets in Asia. Many of

to think more about. Insurance is
typically sold, not bought, but what
we’re finding with these new
distribution avenues and new
approaches, are new ways to integrate
insurance more in people’s daily lives,
for example, pay as you drive, or flight
delay triggers. These are simple
example of parametric insurance, but
we can see how this can be used on a
multiple of risks and policies.

What key areas are you focusing
on?
JP: Reinsurance, product innovation
and supporting companies as they
find new ways of distribution.
On innovation, the impact of better
data has been incredible. It all starts
with recognising trends in the way in
which people live their lives which is
something the insurance industry has

‘The glaring
protection gap
following major
nat cat loss events
plays itself out
time and time
again in this
region.”

How are developments in the
region creating opportunities for
you?
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JP: China is the biggest driver of
growth from an economic standpoint.
One of the biggest support
mechanisms of this growth is the
Government. It has done a terrific job
in supporting some areas in the
market which has allowed for the P&C
market growth – mainly in the
agriculture and motor industries. But
now they’re pushing liability which is
obviously a really nice growth option
There is also the One Belt, One
Road initiative. We’ve already seen
trillions of investments going into the
belt projects which have so far been
identified and there’s a need for all
the insurance coverages around that
– that’s pure growth for the industry.
There will be more projects over
time and no doubt a need for more
and more coverage to support these
projects. They’re very complex so
they speak to the skills of reinsurers
to help with that as well.
How else can the industry support
the region?
The glaring protection gap following
major nat cat loss events plays itself
out time and time again in this region.
We know that 57% of economic losses
from nat cat is uninsured in Asia
specifically.
The protection gap is something
like 98% for flood, 80% for storm and
equally high for earthquake. The
concerning thing for us and should be
for the industry is that we have
mechanisms to insure these things so
the worst thing is when someone’s life
is disrupted or a business’s future
earnings are disrupted because of a
nat cat disaster and that’s because it
could have been provided for in
advance – we have these protections
in the industry.
The biggest thing we could tackle as
an industry is to get more of this nat
cat risk insured in Asia. But it’s
frustrating as it’s been a topic for a
long time, but yet the region remains
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‘Asia represents
the largest
growth element
for Swiss Re
going forward
and we need a
proper entity and
structure to hold
onto all that
growth.’

cripplingly under insured.
If the margins are there, everyone
wants to write it, but the state of the
market presents obstacles so we have
to get better at improving the models
which is where we focus a lot of our
work and expertise.
To do this, we can look at some of
the models we’ve created in other
parts of the world and tailor them to
this region. However, if it was just a
simple answer, we would have already
mastered it and we’d be talking about
how big the market is.
How can you better understand
the risks and manage the
exposures in the region?
JP: The collection of data to better
understand the risks in the region
will be crucial, but the other area is
financial literacy – being able to
explain the value of this kind of
insurance. And we must make sure
that the rates are reflective of the risk
and that’s been a challenge in many

parts of the markets. The amount of
commercial property that does exist
where the rates aren’t often adequate
enough for the risks that we see in
terms of the nat cats. And we have to
look over a long-time span to capture
the events that have happened and
that’s something in a new region that
can be tricky.
As an industry, we also have to be
bolder when it comes to
reemphasising to brokers and clients
that the price we want to set is
reflective of the risk exposure. I think
everyone is happy to insure it, but it
always comes back to this and we still
can’t get it right.

turnover rates in Asia are higher,
people will move from company to
company and because of that, a lot of
momentum can get lost because
turnover is high for everyone –
particularly within the international
companies, including Swiss Re.
We face normal geo political
challenges and we have currency
fluctuations and regulators who
would like us to keep more of the
business in their country. On the one
hand I can understand, however, to be
able to provide risk diversification, we
also need to be able to flow the capital
in and out, but I think this is solvable
over time.

What do you view to be the biggest
hurdles for growth?
JP: Talent. I don’t like to say it’s a
young region, because I don’t believe
that either, but we don’t have enough
talented underwriters and this
continues to be challenge. Companies
compete on talent which means that

Earlier this year, you established
your Singapore hub – why
Singapore and why now?
JP: Basing ourselves in Singapore
brings our Asia business in line with
our other two regions – we have
subsidiaries for American business,
European business and now Asia
business. Significantly, it recognises
the importance of the region to Swiss
Re and shows our commitment to the
market. Asia represents the largest
growth element for Swiss Re going
forward and we need a proper entity
and structure to hold onto all that
growth. n
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REDUCING INDONESIA’S
PROTECTION GAP
Protectionism versus the protection gap. By David Benyon

D

estructive earthquakes
hitting Lombok and
Sulawesi in 2018
highlighted the scale of
the protection gap
facing Indonesia’s re/insurance
market.
In October, the country’s
insurance regulator used its
industry rendezvous in Bali to call
for ideas to kickstart further
development of the country’s
insurance sector.
International reinsurers are
among those keen to play their part
as stakeholders in closing the
protection gap in Asia’s developing
markets, Indonesia included.
However, rules limiting overseas
re/insurance market access remain
an obstacle to reducing the
catastrophe-prone country’s
protection gap.
“We believe that trading risk more
globally, without too many national
boundaries, will help to do this,”
one regional reinsurance leader told
GR. “Diversification and growth can
only happen through a balancing of
global risk – particularly with
regard to natural catastrophes,” the
source added.
Protectionist barriers were
highlighted in a report published in
July by the Global Reinsurance
Forum (GRF), which focused on
trade barriers and regulatory
obstacles to greater reinsurance
market access.
The GRF study complained of:
“restrictions on the ability of
reinsurers to freely conduct business
on a cross-border basis, thus limiting
the capacity of global reinsurers to
spread risk globally and to prevent
domestic concentrations of risk”.
Regulatory motivations to
encourage reinsurers to deploy
capital through setting up local
subsidiaries are understandable, one
reinsurance chief executive told GR.
“The objectives of such regulations
can be to ensure that local entities
are real entities that could continue
trading forward regardless of what

happens to their affiliates. We
understand the desire by
governments to have local staff in
local offices paying local taxes – this
is how we operate,” the senior source
said.
“Unfortunately, some regulations
protect the local reinsurance
champions from external forces or
create local employment as a sort of
back-door tax on reinsurers. This is
a trend that we are seeing not only

‘Reinsurance is a
business of global
risk-sharing and
keeping risk
within a country is
not beneficial for
the country itself.’
SENIOR REINSURANCE SOURCE

in Asia Pacific but across the globe,”
the CEO continued.
“Reinsurance is a business of
global risk-sharing and keeping risk
within a country is not beneficial for
the country itself. It is far more
efficient to be part of the global
reinsurance market,” the source
added.
The GRF’s report complained
about the use of anti-competitive
mechanisms such as compulsory
cessions to domestic entities, systems
of “right of first refusal”, and
“compulsory, subsidised or
monopolistic governmental
mechanisms”, limiting the ability of
global reinsurers to compete on a
level playing field.
Since 2016 Indonesian insurers are
required to place 100% of “simple
risks” with Indonesia Re, the
state-backed reinsurer established by
the government in 2015 to increase
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domestic reinsurance capacity.
These “simple risks” include all
reinsurance of life, health, personal
accident, motor, credit and surety
business.
Three exceptions exist to this rule,
each requiring special regulatory
approvals. These are: products
specifically designed for
multinational companies; medical
reimbursement products with global
coverage; and new products
developed by a foreign reinsurer.
A new product designed by a
foreign reinsurer can be reinsured
with the foreign reinsurer for a
maximum of four years, after which
the new policies will be subject to
the local cession rules, the GRF
report noted.
With the regulator’s exemption, a
maximum offshore cession of 75%
may be permitted, with a minimum
cession to domestic reinsurers of
25%, similar to “non-simple” risks,
which include catastrophe-exposed
business.
For such “non-simple risks”, a
minimum of 25% of reinsurance of
that business must be placed with
domestic reinsurers and up to 75%
may be placed with offshore
reinsurers, the GRF report said.
In April 2018, Indonesia’s
government issued its regulation
GR14/2018 on foreign ownership of
insurance companies to further
enforce its 80% cap on foreign
ownership of re/insurers active
within the country.
The GRF study noted this rule as
an example of regulatory
restrictions in place on foreign
ownership of subsidiaries and other
discriminatory barriers affecting the
establishment of branches or
subsidiaries.
“This restricts the ability of
reinsurers to deliver their full
economic benefit by providing local
underwriting expertise and direct
services to transfer risk out of
domestic markets on an open and
competitive basis,” added the GRF’s
report. n
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